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For six long Martian months, John Carter has haunted the terrifying Temple of the Sun. Inside the

walls of this mysterious revolving tower is his beloved wife, Dejah Thoris, the beautiful princess of

Barsoom. Worse yet, his wife is trapped there with the lovely but wicked Phaidor, who has sworn to

make John Carter her own-even if it means murder. How can Carter gain access to the Temple,

whose doors swing open only once a year? And when he does find his way inside, will he find Dejah

Thoris's welcoming embrace-or her corpse?
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"Exceedingly well done." ---Library Journal Audio Review

After serving in the Seventh Cavalry and a reserve militia during World War I, Edgar Rice Burroughs

(1875-1950) wrote for pulp fiction magazines. His best-known book, Tarzan of the Apes, was the

start of his longest and most successful series.Scott Brick has recorded over five hundred

audiobooks, won over forty AudioFile Earphones Awards, and twice received Audie Awards for his

work. Scott was chosen as Publishers Weekly's 2007 Narrator of the Year, and he has been named

a Golden Voice by AudioFile magazine.

I loved the book (series) and thought the movie was great (5 stars)and now Scott Brick's three audio



versions can be added to the 5 star collection. He has the perfect voice. He reads Burroughs very

well which isn't easy to do. At least I sometimes have difficulty reading Burroughs until you get used

to his style. This item is also available in MP3 format, however not all version show up during 

searches. I done it several times and the MP3 version is the usual one that shows up. If you want

the 5 CD set keep searching til you find it. Scott Brick has also recorded audio versions of Book 1 (A

Princess of Mars) and Book 2 (The Gods of Mars). Same situation here, search for the version you

want, either MP3 or traditional CD. they usually don't show up together. I have purchased all three

John Carter audiobooks and you will not be disappointed in Scott Brick's reading, although I must

admit I am eager to hear a dramatized version with Scott Brick reading as John Carter. I'm glad I

didn't get other readers version of the series, (listen to the samples and decide for yourself) which I

was tempted to do and my patience has paid off with Scott Brick's audio version of Books 1,2 and 3.

Hopefully he will do Book 4 (Thuvia, Maid of Mars) and possibly more.

This was not the cd's I wanted. I did want the John Carter A Princess of Mars. The covers are the

same, so a mistake was made. Can I return this one, unopened, and get the one I want?

Sometimes the first three books are referred to as a trilogy as the first two books have cliffhangers.

Of course, we know this is not the end due to the number of book written.In this part of the story we

left John waiting at the Temple of the Sun. Everyone knows that he has not long to wait until his old

nemeses' devise a plot of revenge. Soon John, while in the process of chasing the capturers of

Dejah Thoris, will come up against untold and unfathomed barriers to the end of the world. Luckily,

he has old Woola at his side.Reading this make you want to get out you sward and join in.Still as

with all places ruled by law, John will have to meet with the Judges of the Temple of Reward ad face

the consequences of returning from the Valley of Dor and the Lost Sea of Korus. As no one can

escape judgment.
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